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MINI GOAL WITH HERCULES NET

SKU: 30945-HK

2.40 x 1.60 m
Fully welded
Vandalism-proof
Net assembly ex works
without anti-tip protection

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

MINI GOAL WITH HERCULES NET, VANDALISM-PROOF

The mini goal with hercules net in the size 2.40 x 1.60 m is made entirely of aluminum.
The aluminum profiles are welded in one piece and reinforced several times, making the
goal extremely sturdy. While the ground frame consists of a 80 x 60 mm profile, we are
using the even more solid oval profile (100 x 120 mm) for the goal frame. The mini goal
has a projection of 0.88 cm.

Sturdy net with steel inlay

The open back of the goal is equipped with a vandalism-proof hercules net. The net
consists of a braided polyester line with steel core. This makes cut nets a matter of the
past.

We take care of the installation of the hercules net ensuring that you will get a goal that is
ready for use!
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Important note: mobile goals must be secured against tipping over! If the mini goals
should remain mobile, our weights with wheels are suitable to prevent them from tipping
over. These are already integrated into the Mini goal PROTECTOR. The gates are
permanently anchored in the ground using earth anchor ground sleeves.

Soccer goals made in Germany

In addition to the mini goal with hercules net, we have soccer goals of various designs in
our range. All goals are constructed and produced on site. Whether competition goals,
training goals, youth goals or recreational goals - we make the optimal goal for every
occasion!

https://shop-en.artec-sportgeraete.de/produkt/anti-tilt-device-for-soccer-goals-130-kg/
https://shop-en.artec-sportgeraete.de/produkt/mini-goal-with-anti-tilt-device/
https://shop-en.artec-sportgeraete.de/kategorie/soccer/soccer-goals/
https://shop-en.artec-sportgeraete.de/kategorie/soccer/training-goals/
https://shop-en.artec-sportgeraete.de/kategorie/soccer/youth-goals/
https://shop-en.artec-sportgeraete.de/kategorie/soccer/recreational-goals/
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ZUSÄTZLICHE INFORMATIONEN

Goal projection top 88 cm

Goal projection bottom 88 cm

Ground Frame Profile Rectangle Profile 80 x 60 mm

Goal frame profile Oval profile 100 x 120 mm

Rear end Open

Color / Surface Natural Aluminum

Product Line Premium

Goal net suspension Hercules net


